Abstract
Introduction
The metaheuristics or intelligent heuristics have been shown to be one of the most efficient alternative to approximately solve NP-Complete and NP-Hard problems. This paper has as its goal to experimentally develop and analyze GRASP heuristic to solve a workover rig schedule for an onshore oil production problem (SWRP). This is an existing problem in the northeast area of Brazil, where there are oil wells that rely on artificial lift methods, with special equipment, to make the oil surface. As time passes maintenance service is necessary because of this equipment failure and this equipment is essential to the exploitation of the wells [1] . This service is performed by workover rigs, that are avaliable on a limited number because of its high cost. In this problem the goal is to find the best maintenance schedule to the workover rigs, minimizing the oil production loss and attending all wells that are demanding maintanance service. The production loss is evaluated as the yield of the well under regular operation, multiplied by the number of days its equipment was needing service [1] . The SWRP is a NP-Hard problem [1] , which justifies the development of heuristic algorithms. To our knowledge there is only one proposal heuristic to solve this problem, which uses VNS concepts [1] . However, the tests used in [1] are not available, making it difficult to compare with other proposals. In this paper we propose the development and experimental analyzis of a hybrid GRASP algorithm to solve the SWRP. Nowadays GRASP metaheuristic is classified as one of the best heuristics techniques to solve hard combinatorial problems. It is an iterative multi-start method, that means that its iterations are totally independent, or that it does not use any kind of memory [2] . Another important aspect shown in literature is that the best metaheuristics versions normally are the hybrid ones where different method concepts are combined into one single algorithm [3, 5] . The main goal of this paper is to present a hybrid GRASP version including path relinking concepts, making them adaptively by using memory between its iterations. The proposed algorithms are presented in Section 2, computational results are reported in Section 3 and concluding remarks are drawn in Section 4.
Proposal Algorithms
The Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure -GRASP [2] is an iterative multi-start procedure, where each iteration consists of two phases: the construction phase and the local search phase. The construction phase builds a feasible solution and its neighborhood is explored by local search. The best solution for all GRASP iterations is returned as the result. In the construction phase, a feasible solution is built, one element at a time. At each insertion the next element to be added is chosen by ordering all elements in a candidate list, this order is determined by a greedy function that measures the benefits of selecting an element. The adaptive component of the heuristic arises from the fact that the benefits associated with every element are updated at each iteration of the construction phase to reflect the changes brought on by the selection of the previous element. The probabilistic component of GRASP is characterized by randomly choosing one of the best candidates from the list. This way allows different solutions to be obtained at each GRASP iteration. The solution found by the construction phase of the GRASP metaheuristic is not guaranteed to be locally optimal. Therefore, is applied a local search algorithm in order to obtain an improvement of this solution. In this paper we propose a standard and a hybrid version of GRASP heuristic to solve the SWRP. The hybrid version uses a memory to keep some information from the previous iterations and uses those in the next ones, that makes the GRASP become adaptively. Next, we describe a construction, a local search and a path relinking procedure to solve the SWRP.
Constructive Algorithm (C)
The priority of this proposed construction algorithm is the daily oil production of each well. So, at each construction phase iteration a Candidate List (CL) is created with all wells that were not added to a route yet. The wells of CL are arranged in descending priority order and prior elements belong to the Restrict Candidate List (RCL) as well. One of the RLC elements is randomly chosen and then added to the workover rig that takes least time (considering all workover rigs) to arrive at it. The objective is minimize this well's production loss, knowing that it has one of the biggest daily production of CL wells. This procedure is repeated until all wells that are waiting for service are added to some route.
Local Search Algorithm (LS)
The proposed local search has two neighborhood procedures that are excecuted sequentially one after the other, until there is no improvement. The first one (N 1) checks for each well p j , that is in route R k , the best position for p j on that route (R k ). If a change improves a solution, the current solution is updated. If none does, the solution is kept. Then the next well in the route is analyzed. This procedure is executed for every well on the route and for every route. Then, with the solution returned by N 1 we begin the second neighborhood procedure N 2. N 2 works similar as N 1, but instead of search for the best position for p j on R k , the best position will be searched in every other route that differs from R k . If there is no improvement, this well remains in the original position and in the original route. This analyzis is done for each well of every route.
Adaptive Memory GRASP
One limitation of the standard GRASP, is the fact that it does not have any memory between its iterations. In fact, at each GRASP iteration, a new solution is generated without considering any information from the previous ones. Because of that, it is called a multi-start heuristic. This paper proposes a hybrid adaptive GRASP version that uses informations about the best solutions that were generated so far. These solutions are kept on a set called the elite set (ES). The resulting solution of each GRASP iteration is then compared with the worse solution of ES, updating ES whenever the iteration solution is better. The ES is used in the proposal GRASP version to make an intensive local search called Path Relinking. The Path Relinking (P R) method was proposed originaly for Tabu Search and Scatter Search methods [4] . The procedure consists in analyzing all intermediate solutions between two good solutions, looking for a third one that is better than the both extreme solutions. Normally a P R is used as follows. First a ES, with by the best c distinct solutions found so far, is saved. After each r GRASP iterations (where c and r are input parameters) a solution generated by a GRASP iteration is called the base solution (bs). Each solution from ES is called the target solution (ts). The P R analyzes all intermediate solutions between a bs and a ts in one or both ways. The path relinking procedure starts with one of these solutions (say bs) and gradually transforms it into the other (ts) by swapping in elements that are in the ts solution but do not belong to the bs solution and swapping out elements that are in the bs solutions but not belong to the ts solution. For each intermediate solution is we applied the local search algorithm (LS) generating an improved intermediate solution (iis). We compare the iis with the worse solution from current ES, updating this set if iis is better. This procedure is repeated until all solutions between bs and ts are visited. The P R analyzes then the search in the other way, by just changing the two extreme solutions status (base and target). The P R can be done for all solutions from ES or for one of them randomly chosen.
In the hybrid adaptive version proposed (GRASP+PR) the path relinking is activated when the current GRASP iteration is a multiple of 50 or when 50% of ES has been changed since the last execution of PR.
Computacional Results
Although the literature presents contribution of the SWRP [1] there is not any available set of test problems. We randomly generated two sets of test, varying the following parameters: the number of wells, the daily production of each well and the travel time between two wells. In this work, to simplify, we considered the number of workover rigs equal to 3 (k = 3). We generated two sets of test (A and B), with the parameter number of wells assuming, for each one, tests with the following values: 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500. In the fist set (A), the mean value of travel time between two wells is bigger than the mean value of wells production. And in the second one (B) the opposite occurs. The GRASP versions, described in this work, were implemented in C, compiled with gcc and tested in an Athlon XP 2.4 GHz with 512 Mbytes of RAM. For each test, each GRASP algorithm was executed three times using the following parameters: (P1) a = 0.1 (RCL size in construction fase); (P2) GRASP stop criteria: Number of Iterations = 200; (P3) Seeds for each GRASP execution: 3, 7 and 11; (P4) Size of Elite Set: ES = 3 (version GRASP+PR).
In this section is presented the computational results of GRASP and GRASP+PR for the sets of test A and B. The impact of the P R algorithm in a standard GRASP can be analyzed in tables 1 and 2. The Deviation-Mean column on these tables represents the percentile deviation between the best(t) solution and the mean solution from the associated algorithm (defined by the equation: (mean solutionbest(t))divided by the best(t); where best(t) = best solution of the instance t considering all algorithms. The average results presented in tables 1 and 2 show that the PR inclusion brings significant improvements in final GRASP solution, indicating a clear superiority of the versions with Path Relinking. This proves, once again, that hybrid versions of GRASP metaheuristics can have better performance than standard GRASP versions. The GRASP+PR computational time increased, as we expected. However, the average time analysis must be made carefully, because of the current stop criteria (number of iterations) can harms some versions where there are more work for each iteration, but demands a least number of iterations to get a target value, as we believe that is the case of GRASP+PR. 
Conclusions
This work presented a proposal to improve the GRASP performance applied to a solution of a real problem that generates optimized routes to a scheduling workover rigs for onshore oil production problem in the northeast area of Brazil.
The main goal was to analyze the influence of the Path Relinking method in the final GRASP performance. The paper showed the performance of hybrid versions integrating path relinking concepts inside a GRASP structure. The empirical results obtained showed that this union can improves significantly the final GRASP performance. Beyond the Path Relinking module is considered a way to effects intensive searches between two good quality extreme solutions, a good performance of the GRASP+PR adaptive version can in part be justified by the use of a memory to keep relevant informations obtained in previously iterations through elite set (ES).
